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The property of certain solutes to enable a solvent to conduct clectricity
when dissolved in it was observed very early in the history of science and w.ts
used to distinüish between those classes of solutes cai led "salls and those
called nonsalts.' The development of our current concept of ions and
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dissociation stems directly from efforts to explain the conduction of elec-
tricity by solutions of salts. At the culmination of a century olexpdimental
efforts and theoreticalinterpretations as to the nature of talts in solution,
our present concept of ionic dissociation was proposed by Svante Arrhenius
in 1887 1 when he suggested that ions arc present at all times in solutions of
salts, the current the solutions carry bein g the result of simple passive
transfer of the ions from one electrode to the other under the impulse of
Impressed voltage. Future work has indicated many of the details of
Arrhenius' original theory were in error, but the general concept of ionization
and ionic conduction is still accepted as correct.

The electrical properties of solutions, particularly those properties in-
volving the flow of current, are indications of the ions present in solution,
their conditions, and their concentrations, all in response to an externally
applied stress, voltage. The measure of the capability of a solution to carry
current is the electrical resistance of the solution, better expressed for our
purposes as the conductance, the reciprocal of the resistance.

14.1 CONDUCTION OF CURRENT

The process by which current is transported through matter varies greatly
as one considers the various states of matter from solids to solutions. Solid
conductors in general have the lower resistances, while temperature has a
greater effect on the resistance of solutions. The effect of temperature on
the conductance of solids and solutions best illustrates the basic differences
in the manner and mechanism of electrical conductance in these two
materials.

Raising the temperature of a solid normally increases its resistance.
Because the charge carriers are electrons and higher temperatures increase
the state of kinetic motion of all the atomic elements of the solid, the passage
of these electrons is made more difficult, so that the resistance increases.
Solutions, however, show very marked decreases in resistance with increasing
temperature. The charge carriers are often molecular in size, though
always much larger than subatomic elements, and their passage depends
heavil y on the viscosity properties of the bulk solvent. As the viscosit y of
most soIcnt s ystems dccrcas markedly with temperature. such a change
produces .i corresponding drop in solution resistance.

The conductance of ,I  therefore is then considered to be a property
of the material (althou g h "dopin g" or allo y in g erv pure metals ill produce
effects characteristic of the "solu(ion"). htIc the resistance of :t solution is
to a lar g e extent a property of the dissolved ions. It is this basic idea that
makes conductance useful as an analytical procedure. and it iN ilie methods
and ideas underl y ing the use olconductance as a to tool stud y these dissolved
ions we ish to develop.
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14.2 SOME BASIC ELECTRICAL CONCEPTS
AND DEFINITIONS

A Ii hotieh our purpose is to coiisidcr the electrical properties o1 soliji ions,
the definitions o terms and the s ystems used in the measurement of thce
properties are perfectl y general br all COnduCtifl g	lids, and ni.o. be best
introduced  in terms of solid conductors. Onl y the briefest of re ics s ill
he presented. The student is referred to any elementary physics text for
tcncral discussion.

A. OHM'S LAW

Ohm's law is the basic equation describifte Ow9dirtionshirz betwn the
three common electrical parameters, current, voltage, and resistance. It is
an equation having the identical structure of the equations of motion in
mechanical systems,

	

Force applied	 -
Resistance to motion - resulting motion

Potential difference

	

Resistance	 = current

(Ohm's law)
PD

(14.1)

"Potential difference" (PD) is, in precise terms, a force term related to the
work required to move a unit charge under its influence, but for the purposes
of measurement, a less precise, more accessible potential difference unit is
used, voltage. Voltage is defined as the potential difference required to
produce a flow of I standard ampere through a standard I ohm resistance.

A useful analogy to Ohm's law and the relationship it describes involves
a water system with hydrodynamic pressure at the input, how resistance in
the form of pipes in the system, and a flow meter to indicate water delivered
per unit time (terms corresponding to PD. R. and i. The relationship
between these three l5hysical factors is precisely that described by the equa-
tions, and the intuitive effect of changes it hydrodynamic pressure or pipe
constriction on the flow is precisely that predicted bythc equation. Analogous
intuitive reasoning with regard to I'D. R. and i in the electrical system
produces similarly correct predictions.	 -

B. RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

It is apparent that the resistance is a constant of proportionality , between
voltage and current leaving units of volts per ampere or ohms (2). To
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put the measured resistance of materials on some standard basis, a correction
for the size and/or shape of.the sample measured is made to produce a stand-
ardized measure, the specific resistance. By definition, the resistnce of a
cube I cm lon g with 1-cm' faces, the spccilic resistance (R,) is rclaed to the
measured resistane(R) by 	 I

	

R,	 = 4 R	 . '	 (14.2)

where .4 and I are the measured samples cross-sectional area and length.
respectively.

For the purpose of describin g the now of current in a system. the inverse
of the resistance and specific resistance, the conductance L and specific
conductance L, are used. These terms are directly related to current flowing
and can be related to voltage, current, specific resistance, and resistance in
simple ways.

	

L = I/K	 L,= l/R	 (14.3)
	= Vt.	 (14.4)

	

L=LL	 (14.5)

Several basic ideas must be kept in mind in accurately measuring values of
resistance. Because the resistance is normally measured from the effect it
produces on the flow of current, the measured value is the sum of all such
effects present. If the connecting leads or the points of attachment possess
significant resistances, these will be included in the measured value; for low
resistance measurements this phenomenon is of considerable importance.
As the resistance increases, these contributions become negligible; except
for very poor design, the resistances measured in solutions are too high to be
affected by this factor.

Measurements of the resistance of solutions possess a unique and particu-
larly troublesome difficulty, the effect of the electrode reactions on the
solution properties. Aside from the changes flowing current produces in the
solution by ions moving, the largest single problem is the collection of
electrode reaction products (notably hvdroecn or oxygen) on the electrode
surface itself. These products then oppose the dcsired electrode reaction
sith a potential difference of their own, markedl y diminishin or totally
cancellin g the effect of the externally applied voltage. This effect, referred
to as "polarization." is of particular concern in direct current methods,
s hcrc because the current alwa ys passes in the same direction, the effects
Of polarization coiitinuouslv increase until measurement becomes impossible.
rliis phcnonicnoii is oerconie to some extent b y coating the electrodes ith
..platinum black.'' but the use of alternating current is much more successful.
liv reversing the field rapidl y , the products are not allo\¼cd to accumulate
and true polarization-free readings arc obtained.
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C. MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS

111c use of Ohms Iat to measure resiclanec in. olve' a so-c;i lied erIcs
circuit as	 14.1	 By applvmn a kno ii soltae a tile batters
nicauretI current s otild permit calculation of the resistance usin 

(14.11. The problem that the prccion of SUCh measlireincliN dcpeud% on
the calibration of hL' meter and the batter y . a	 t cli as their LOIISL;I flC
has led to the uL of the brid ge principle rather than this sCriC\ circuit fur
such measui etnents, so I hat no such calibrations or constancy are required.
In ccricral tcrms, the principle involves balancing the Current's effects on I lie
unknoss n resistor auainst the Same current's ffcçts on a calibrated knott ii

BQttflry	 E
'I 

J

Unkno
Meter	 ElCrttary

R.i.tor	 C	 A
F

FIGURE 14.1: A simple series Circuit suitablefor measuring resistance using Ohm's law. FIGURE 14.2: The Whcatstone
bridge for measuring the unknown
resistance 0 by comparing it wilh

the calibration resistance C.

resistor, resistance standards being much easier to maintain than voltage
standards. The design normally Used is the Wheatstone bridge (Fig. 14.2).
The unknown resistor (or solution D) is being balanced against the adjustable
standard C using the "ratio arms" A and B to determine the relationshipbetween C and D. When "baIanced so that no current is indicated by theammeter between G and F!. the resistance indicated on C is uniquely relatedto D. The theory is straightforward and instructive.

In practice, the unknown is placed at D and the resistance of C then
adjusted until no current flow is indicated in the meter. At this point, thevoltage at H and G are equal (no current is flowing in the ammeter).
Designating voltage at point by V with that point's letter as a subscript.the voltage at F( L 'b.) is distributed over the parallel circuits A, G, B, andC. II. D. dropping to zero at E. and the voltages for each segment can hecalculated using Ohm's Jaw,

'• - I•'i,

iIrRI1

i',1 -	 -	 = V,1	 t 14(i)
--

0
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where 1, is the current through the resistor 4, whose rcststancje is R.
Because V = V11 at balance, the same current passes through bothkcsistors
in any one arm, i = il , and i. = i; with this in mind,

iR = icRc
(14.7)

= icR0
Or. eliminating 1A'

R	 RJ)
Rn=[L"]Rc	 (14.8)

R 1	R 1 	R.
The value in the Wheatstone bridge lies in the fact that neither the actual

value of the current flowing in either arm i4 or ic nor the voltage of the

.ctocillotor

FIGURE 4.3: The simplest form of the low frequency alternating-current bridge. The
oscillator is normally audiofrequency. about 1Q00 Hz. and the detector is often an earphone,

battery Vs.. is required for the calculation. Although it is not explicit in the
equations, variations in V, play no part either, these having the same effect
on both arms. A variable, calibrated resistor Re can be used to measure
very wide resistance ranges by using variable pairs of ratio arms R 4 and R.
Accurate measurements of their resistances are not required, only their ratio
RR/R4.

As described before, overcoming polarization requires the use of alter-
nating current for the best results, and alternating current presents special
problems in measurement and circuitry. There are two general frequency
ranges of alternating current devices in use, so-called low frequency (i.e..
up to 1-2000 Hz. and high frequency, usually in the range of l—W mHz).

Because aitcriiatine current is affected b y capacitance as ell as by resist-
ance. alternating current bridges require adjustment for these capacitance
links in various parts of the circuit in order to balance the bridge. Thus
both rcistancc and capacitance balances niut he made. In its simplest form
low frequenc y :tltcrnatino current measurement requires the use of a Circuit
as sho it IF 4.3).. The adjustable resistance at C still ntca'.wc the
rcsistu'e coinpoitetit	 the unknon resistance I) the .I(lJts.t.thlc. 11011-

calrhralcd. S .tri.It)le capacitor now balances the c:ipacit:incc pre'ent in the
cIcctrdcs and le:ids of the iinkiios ii resistor, or soltilioti. 1). !)cc.uisc it is
.iltcrtiat inc current power we are iiicie, run elect rune oscill;it'r n. uscul is
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the poser source. and an alternating current rcccier such as an euphoric
as a detector. in elinuiiaic as iiiuclic.xtraticousulternaiinLcLirreiii is
the oscillaior and detector are normall y tuned to icncrale and detect on l\ a
particular I rcqiienc . usually 1000 or 2000 Hc. Thus noise from he 	 em-
head lhIs and oilier electric des ices does not interfere. Considerabl y mimic
complex. but also more useful, circuits are available to balance the
tance of ihe rucasurine s stern to the earth. The best kno it of i hose is the
\'al!nem Earthimme circuit. 3 as illustrated in Fi g . 14.4.

FIGURE 14.4: The Wagner Earthing circuit for eliminating extraneous currents caused b>
capacitance links to the earth.

The additional "balancing" resistor and capacitors (R, C1 , and C2) are
used to bring point G to ground potential when the detector is switched to
ground. At balance then, not only are the resistance and capacitance factors
of unknown and standard (C and D) matched, but the detector inputs
(G and 11) are grounded, preventing stray ground capacitance effects from
producing detector currents.

High frequenc y alternating current measurement (1-10 MHz) requires
quite a different system. The unknown resistance, or solution is placed into
an oscillating circuit. shcre its inductance (a function of its resistance and
capacitance) influences the frequency at which the circuit involvinu it
oscillates. Several of the circuits used in this wa y are shown in lie. 14.5.

A measurement of the change in oscillation frequency or poso.'r dras¼ I)
front the oscillator System by the cell and s 'olution, or ;I of the
adjustment required to brin g the system back to its ori g inal stale are tile
measurement factors. In the former circuit, chan ges in values of jiluic or
grid current measured on it 	 meter arenade.

Althou g h scvcral commercial Instruments are available a numberher of
relatively simple dc'iccs have been described in the literature. lii I.W.I-IS;
and 14.5b are two of these showing one with the cell iii time feedback loop
and one with the cell in the plate circuit. Both are used by reading plate
current directly on the meters as functions of added cicrant current. The
block schematic in Fig 14,5c represents the concept behind the substitutiruri
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FIGURE 14.5a: High frequency triodc oscillation circuit where the conductance cell is part
of the Iccdback loop. The replaceable inductor is used to vary the frequency of oscillation
and the meter shunt circuit serves to "zero" the meter at the start of titration. Reprinted

from Rcf. 4. p. 9, through the courtesy of the publisher.

5W
XDOO	 12ovFJJATA

::::	 J•

1

1W

FIGURE 14.5b: A battery-cperated high frequency oscillator circuit where the conductance
is part of the plate circuit. The adj1is1abl arid capacitor is used to set the starting current,
read on the 0-25 mA meter. The galvanometer is biased to allow precise readings of the
plate current during titration. Reprinted from Ref. 5. p. 492. through the courtesy of the

publisher.

(c)

FIGURE 14.5c: lll' . Iiicuui cl i the .uhuutuiLii11 uiuctl1&L1 for high frcqucflv	 titrtl'.)".

During tlLrittiifl tile 	 iii itu. tr Li :uliIr:Ltcd ariibl	 r:tort, required to return
tic	 ..LLiii to It	 rrr iIiC_ i n,,tcd.

518
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method. Aftcr the oscillator Irechtienes is noled. Itiraiti is .tddeil and 111C

chance in the	 ari.ihlc cap:icliiiJs required to return the i ' '.iill.ik ' t it, its
i 'oritscr condition ismitaleli as a function iii the added t,tr;trit

Ssstcitis ttisoJsiit ISICIt h rcslLIcIic v Itase not reaclicd the hih plecisioli of
loss' (requenes mne;IsLIrcmucnls and are CLi,,tOni,mrtls' Il,,c(l aaitls tt't Icasttritli
chanecs. such as detectini! an cud point durini html oil so I ha L meter
readi,ies alone are normall y used in makin g the required era pits.

14.3 PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS AS THEY AFFECT
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

Solutions, the prime concern in pharmaceutical analysis. present sonic
very real differences and problems in comparison to solids ss heit chic nteaninc
and measurement or their conductance is considered.

A. ELECTRODE REACTIONS

As mentioned earlier, when current flows in a solid no real chance occurs
in the circuit through which the current flows: in a solution, however, an
important but not always appreciated phenomenon occurs: a reaction
occurs at both electrodes whenever current flows. * As a corollary, some
reaction must occur (albeit small) for a voltage to be generated also, but the
initial concept is the one of concern in conductinietry. The importance ol
this idea lies in the fact that no current flows without producing some change
in the solution, and in some cases in the electrodes, through which it flows.
It behooves the analytical chemist, therefore, to keep such chance-producing
current flow negligible or in sonic way cancelled, to prevent his measuring
tool from interfering with the measurement he wishes to make.

B. CHARGE CARRIERS

Unlike current flow in a solid, current in a solution is carried by a variety
of carriers (bits) derived from the solvent or from entities dissolved in the
solvent: these carriers have either positive or negative and sin g le or multi pIe
changes. In addition, because we are most often concerned ;ttialvtic;ihlv
ss ith dissolved entities, the additional influence of their number mid phtysie;i I
scale will influence their abilit y to carry cu'rrenc. The latter factors. ccsnceriicd
with the effects of concentration and ph y sical state, ni;tke t lie ;iii;ilvt ii;il
prospects of solution conductance Lrc'a1.

As earlier. the general discu,on inoIvcd dc aspects. -t lie high treqaieny wilt'. .Lii(tsystems described do 'ui' require reactions at each electrode as in truiii they It)L',l.)liinductance a cnmbin;jtjon of factors incli, j ,iii' resistance not resaslande ihutic hut iii
proper Ircqucncics, the electrodes dn not contact the soltui ion. For uiiir purposes. ,u ik(and 1o., frequency C) systems will be considered here, the current flow-reaction idea i.correct.
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C. MEASURING CELL

The solution being measured must be contained in a conductance
a chamber made of high resistance and heat conducting.-material in which
the "electrodes" are relatively rigidly placed. rou2hly as shown in Fig. 14.6.

glass button	
(c)

FIGURE 14.6: ScrziI rcprc.cniacuc 'nduI.n .dI for IsIrul'n it. rnaII x0lugllc 4b1.
and	 srL h1. The ki.uI	 rttd n1.untIn2 for in dtr'dc i, ak.' h"fl.

Tile1irccic d i mell, l on N and tlic dcin ucd	 Il depend rc:III' 'n
'rL hciit!i dt'nc and tile LoIdIIIanLc	 tic	 hcin'. 

I'UI	 ctii.ral points Ifl.I\ he tt.id.
k [tic Il'(l.I c\trTl;tt	 i't1I3tICr i1llICtl.Il hccause of

butt'	 ItIIi	 Itri.ti	 r,:,,,tanx	 it	 tctiipertttirc s	.ttI\i:tct'r .	t.i	 'IIltR'rt

I1lC.ttIf'	 IFI1tIl.tI ittJtt.	 tItd ea ,c o I	 k111;1::	 [tic

I
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filling tubes depends on the purpose of the experiment. For titrations and
experiments where frequent additions are to be made to the cell, one with

in Fig. l4.6a is often used. Smaller volumes
a large sin g le opening as shown 
of solution are more simply hued if the tubes are in a vertical plane as in
Fig. 14.6h. Platinum is the customary electrode material; because of its
illertness and high oxidationPOteI1tial. the conductanCOf most solutions

iii be studied without affecting the electrodes. By proper design of the
lass.iv-mctal joint, anil the usc of heavy gauge lead-in vorcs. the cell dcc-

trodes may he huade rigid [see Fig. 14.) as is required for precise. absolute

iii eaSUrCnlCntS . The placement of the lead insulation tubes is critical only
for ac meastirCnlcttts because the liquid of the temperature bath intervenes
hct%een the leads, the closer these leads are together, the higher the capaci-
tance that must be allowed for in balancing. While rigidity is actually all
that is required, measurements are much simpler to make if the leads are
kept as far apart as possible. External connections are made either through
a drop of mercury in the insulation tubes or by soft-soldering the leads
permanently, directly in the insulation tubes, with a small torch.

The platinum electrode plates are usually coated with platinum black
after assembly to make the bridge system easier,tO balance. This may be
accomplished by filling the cell with a dilute solution of platinum chloride
and passing current through the cell for several minutes in both directions.
In cases where platinum black will create catalytic problems. it may be
omitted, but an increase in bridge balancing difficulties may be expected.

Cleaning and aging cells after manufacture is of concern in all accurate
work. The cell constant will be observed to change slowly for several
months after manufacture, after which it will remain stable indefinitel'.
This process can be hastened at the time of initial cleaning of a new cell by
boiling for an hour in concentrated HCI then, after rinsing, boiling in
distilled water.

D. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE

A solution in a cell has a specific resistance and conductance. defined
precisely as discussed preiously: it is not normally found by exactly meas-
uring the resistance f a precisely.

 measured sap betv.ccfl the electrodes as

is usuall y done with solids. but b y measuring the resistance of the cell filled
itLi a carcIull prepared standard solution whe peeifiC resistance and

conductance I L, is preeisCl	 no' 0 t Demal solutions. Jones. nd Br.idsha").

From this measured reit.nCC R. the cell C nstan: K I.,. 'hen required.

calculated from the equation 	 -
K = RL,

	 14.91

Th c.ntani K Is r t ighI rcl.tted toih&dimcnS,k,II, 01 the electrode 1P

lcnththe eqti.ii isU

electrode area
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This constant is then used to conert the measured R for an unknown
solution to specific conductance L, again using Eq. (14.9).

E. EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE

To completel y describe the electrical properties of a dissolved salt, the
conductance of I equivalent of the salt at the concentration in question
(.\ at concentration c. equivalents per liter) is defined.

In a diairammatic sense this is the conductance of a cell with electrodes
1 cm apart. but large enough to hold I equivalent of the solution. The
volume of this cell is (10001c) ml, and the conductance of this cell per square
surface of electrode area is the equivalent conductace A,

1000L,	 (14.11)
C

Most analytical conductirnctry data may be used without conversion to
these more basic terms, resistance alone being adequate for the plotting
required.

F. DISSOCIATION AND ASSOCIATION

The development shown in the last section.. of the parameter dependent on
concentration, implies in light of our earlier discussion of the relationships
between ions and conductance, that all of any dissolved material dissociate
upon dissolution into its constituent ions. If this does not occur, the value
of specific conductance L, S and thus the equivalent conductance A will
depend on the ions actually present, i.e., on the completeness of this dissocia-
tion. In truth, as discussed when the background of solution conductance
was being presented, the development of the present theory of dissociation
began with efforts to explain the data obtained from conductance measure-
ments. The equivalent conductance of a completely dissociated solute in
solution is normally referred to as the equivalent . Conductance at infinite
dilution A 0. As the solution becomes more concentrated, the equivalent
conductance is observed to decrease so that the degree of dissociation, or
ionization, a was early defined by Arrhenius 1 as

AV	 (14.12)

A0

This equation appears intuitively correct, but ignores the differences iii the
solute ions at the two concentrations implied by A and A

At infinite dilution, it is apparent that all molecules that can dissociate
will have done so and the ions so produced will have become as independent
of each other as it is possible for them to be; at this concentration each ion
will contribute its own intrinsic equivalent conductance to the measured
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• equivalent conductance; these arc designated as or A, for cations and
anions. These "limiting ionic conductances" can be intuitively seen to depend
on the particular speed with which the ion in question moves through the
solvent used unde'r a statidard potential diffcrenclkd "mobility" (/1),
and the number of current units (coulombs) the ion carries in 1 equivalent .

(14.13)

Once determined, these individual limiting ionic conductances could be
combined in any stoichiometric way to deduce (when required) the equivalent
ionic conductance at infinite dilution of any salt. As a first approximation,
at other concentrations, similar relationships are assumed to hold for that
fraction of the salt that is ionized, so that the measured equivalent con-
ductance at infinite and finite dilution is the sum of the contributions of all
ions present (see any physical chemistry text for a table of limiting ionic
conductances, i.e., Ref. 7). As an example, at infinite dilution, for a salt

A 0 = n' +	 = (np. -F- mu...)	 (14.14)

A = i4(n&,. + mu_) (14.15)

where a is the fraction of molecules dissociated. Some of the assumptions
inherent in Arrheriius' intuitive equation (Eq. (14.12)) can then be seen,

A(n&.. + ms_) at infinite dilution=	 (14.16)
A0(n. + m&..) at concentration c

and a = A/A0 only when a,. and &. are the same at all concentrations.
This factor is often assumed true in analytical work.

G. DEBYE, HUCKEL AND ONSAGER.

The final assumption of the last section was the culprit at whose door a
number of strange anomalies were laid as the ionic theory was being devel-
oped. Several "strong salts," sodium chloride. etc.. even when relatively
dilute, seemed to possess a finite a, suggesting that they were not completely
ionized in solution (despite other evidence to the contrary). Through the
work of Debye, HucLel. and Onsa?cr, 11 these anomalies were corrected on
both a theoretical and practical level by theorizing and correcting for the
interactions bezveen the ionized molecules in solution, that affect the effect
of the external field on those same molecules. At the concentrations normally
involved in analytical work these equations permit nearly complete cxplan.i-
tion of the anomalies in conductanc caused by concentration that are
Observed in solution of completely ionized salts. The corrections take the
form of a simple equation relating measured equivalent conductance and

concentration:
A = A 0 — (O.\ Q + a)Jc	 (14.17)
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indicating that for solutions of finite concentration plots of equivalent
conductance s. the square root of concentration are straight lines. Of
passing interest to us here is the lac ha the constants 0 and o arc thcorcti-
cativ calculable from nonconductancc data. Great studies have been made
in increasin g our kiio ledec of solution conductance and the serious student
is referred to the ork of Fuoss and co-¼ orkers.'°

14.4 ANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF SOLUTION RESISTANCE

To the foregoing general discussions, the special problems of the various

t ypes of conductimetric analyses must be appended. The more precise
problems of the use of conductimetry as a tool for the probing of the nature

of ions in solution are rather complex subjects in and of themselves and will
be dealt with only briefly. We are concerned mainly with the concentration
aspects of conductimetry and the use of that tool in measuring changes in
the solution concentrations of ions.

A. CELL AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL

As mentioned before, the conductivity cell is usually made of glass, with
platinum electrodes. In high-precision direct current or low frequency work,
seeking .'i 0 for instance, exact knowledge of the cell constant is required and
rigidly positioned electrodes are essential so that the cell constant, once
determined, remains constant. The dimensions of such cells are made such
that, measured resistance of the solution-containing cell is in the most
sensitive region of the bridge ystem, normally, 1000-10,000 fl.

As viscosity of the solvent is a prime effector of the velocity of the ions
and viscosity is very sensitive to temperature, the temperature of cells whose
resistance is being measured must be accurately known and controlled.
The viscosity of water varies at a rate of about 2ldcg near room tempera-
ture, so that to make measurements of aqueous solutions with a precision
of the order of 0. I % requires that the cell temperaturebe maintained constant
to at least ±0.05°C.

The problems associated with ac measurements have been discussed ill
general. but an additional point arises in these s>stc tfls when the measure-

niemit ccii is placed in a bath liquid. lilt capacitance contributed to the

s ystem b y the electrode leads into the cell depends. of course, on the lead
insulator positions and the dielectric constant or IIIC intervening material.

Forprecise work a low dielectric constant bath oil is prelcrcd. but Willi
proper and rigid desi gn. precise lo frequency ac measurements comm hr
obtained using cells of the general shape shown in Fig. 14.6c. in a water
bath Ahcrc the leads are separated as much as possible.

Titrations and other low accuracy measurements can be made with much
simpler cells; often simply two pieces of wire mesh or foil clamped into a
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stiff mesh c,r+olI

FIGURE 14.7: A "dipping" conductance ccli, made of cork and glass tubing. The dimen-
sions may be adjusted to provide any suitable ccii constant.

beaker will suffice. The horncrnadc "dip" cell shown in Fig. 14.7 functions
ell, and can be conveniently varied for any resistance solution by adjusting

the area of mesh showing. It is fashioned from a stopper sliced, reassembled
with electrodes in the slices, then pushed completely into the glass tubing.
A bit of de Kohtinsky cement, on top of the stopper completes the seal.

The only requirement for titration cells is that sufficient electrode area he
accessible to the solution to permit the bridge system used to be read in it,
most accurate region and that the electrodes remain in their relative positnn
throughout the one titration.

Higher frequency titrations require (or permit) quite different, electrode
placement methods. The electrodes are usually outside the vessel and
rigidly mounted directly to the vessel walls. High frequency conductance
cells are normally variations of types shown in Fig. 14.8.

FIGURE 14.8: Thrc'c general t 	 ,f high frqucn..'	 ndu.iacwc cIl.
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In the capacitatise cell. the electrodes arc cylindrical metal foil rings or
plates ith the g lass solution chamber between. Because glass is a dielectric
iii itself. the ilass all is kept thin, to contribute as little as possible to the
ocrall capacitance. The coil-type cell usuall y uses a test-tube-shaped cell
made to ht sniih into heavy gauge: sd -supporting coils.

14.5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. PRECISE MEASUREMENT OF LIMITING IONIC CONDUCTANCE

Studies of the physical properties of ions in solution most often require
estimates of A 0 and/or measurements of the limiting slope of the Onsager
plot of A vs. \C.

85
0.01 0.02 0.03,

FIGURE I4.9 The plot of the data for Example 1 using Eq. (14.I7).

The cell constant for the cell used must be precisely determined using an
appropriate one of the standard solutions of Jones and Bradshaw'; then,
using all the precautiont outlined earlier, solutions-of dccrcasitig concentra-
tion are measured. The contribution of the solvent to the conductance is
subtracted from the measured conductance using the equation

= L.1001uibon p - L.( c i s eti	 (14.18)
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and plots of the Onsager equation or some variation of it used to determine
•	 .\ and the slope from the solute data so obtained. An example of such data

and its handlin2 are shown below:

EXAMPLE I: Conductance of tetra-n-hexylammonium iodide in methanol at
-	 25°:

a. Cell constant
(0.001 Denial KCI) =.,000l479 mho (corrected for solvent)

R (0.001 Demal solution) = 5557 Q. 5524 fl. 5552(1
b. Methanol solutions Lme tha,.., I	 = 3.4 x 10 mho)

L, (corrected for
Concentration, 	 (Mean R value),	 L,,	 Solvent).

lO'M	 x JO'	 X lO"mho	 x 10- 6 mho

8.991	 1.051	 7.79	 7.76	 86.4
5.464	 1.685	 4.861	 4.827	 88.6
1.633	 5295	 1.548	 1.5t4	 92.7

c. Cell constant k =5.544 x 1.479 x 10' = 0.8199 M
d. A plot of A vs. J'c yields Fig. 14.9, suggesting A, = 97.3
References to any of thenewer texts on electrochemistry," or even one

of the older ones. 12 should be made for specifics on high precision work
and in particular for aid in the interpretation of the data.

B. LOW FREQUENCY CONDUCTANCE TITRATION

Conductance measurements are most often used for end-point detection in
titrations; in this instance, a cell of the simplest type should be used, often
only a beaker with clamped electrodes or a dipping cell such as shown in
Fig. 14.7. Most titration-curve shapes may be theoreticall y deduced, and
even a brief discussion of the curve, shapes for several common titrations
and the methods used for deducing them will be sufficiently instructive Co

permit the student to deduce nearly any others of concern. 	 -
The basic assumption underlying conductance titrations is that the con-

ductance will vary linearly with concentration, so that as the ion titrated
decreases in concentration to zero during titration, the conductance chancs
in a similar fashion. it is comforting that although the conductance of an
ion in solution by itself decreases linearly with the square root of the c-
cntration, in the usual conductance scm used for titration, the rclati'clv

constant ionic s1rcnth of the solution permits stron g electrol y tes to ch:ine
conductance quite linear]% %%ith concentration. The association-dissociation
phenomena exhibited b y weaker electrol y tes arc then included as corrections
on this basic assumption.
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Titrations of strOne acids and tb sirone bases are the .iniplc'.t ssIerns
all ions concerned can ticaccounied for cailv. aiid their idiidiial con-
cttic(ance ;illocd lor iii a.sciiihline thc theoretical ctir'c. The steps insolsed
in thc ri,in this basic ctir'e shape irsho ii iii Fn-, . 4.0. All ions prccnt
in the initial slulion . :iinpIc are acesitiutted or in ratio to their lintutiuic ionic
conductance, (notc	 c actual!' desire the acev'untlnC to he in ratio to their
ionic concentrations and their limitin2 ionic cotiductaitces r p ix4o . s here 'n is

0

	

	 1	 2
equivalents pr.nt

FIGURE 14- 10: A h ypothetical titration of HO with NaOH front the start to I equivalent
beyond the end point. It is assumed that each ion present exerts Its own limiting ionic
conductance. At each point, the total conductance is represented b y the 'sunsmation

curve."

total equivalents present and x the degree of ionization, but in drawing
theoretical curves 1 alone will suffice). The same accounting should be
done at the end point and at 1 equivalent beyond theend point, assuming
ideality. These indisidual points are shown in Fu. 14.10.

When beyond the end point it is of real concern to note we are usii II
for the titrant, where n is the equivalents otitrant present. One assumes.
in Fig. 14J0. that all of the H is used with all of the O}l to reach the end
potit the Na-added rises with the slope n) 1\,, and the Cl - is constant
throughout. Connecting'all these basic points sstth'straught lives produces
a rather good approximation of the conductance curve for this titration as
it is obtained. For weaker acids, corrections for variations in the degree of
ionization e.. occurring during the titration, can be estimated from knowledge
of the acid being titrated or the base used.
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In effect two alterations are being made when correcting for dissociation(
at and near the end point the occurrence of hydrolysis of the salt titration
product produces an "apparent non-end point" in that more titrant is present
than one would expect, producing a pronounced rounding of the sharp break

expected at the nd point- -.,For example. at the end point , of acetic and boric

acid titrations, solvent equilibrium produces the situations.

Ac- ± HO HAc + OH -
Borate- + H 2O HB - 0H

so that a sharp end point is not achieved. The same result is produced by
titrating a weak base with a strong acid.

FIGURE 14.11: H ypothetical titration curves for boric and scene acid. Boric acid. being

very weak, contributes no conductance until the borate ion is produced as titration pro-

ceeds. Acetic acid shows the effect of .njtjaj wc*knes folIoed by common-ion suppression

of ionization. The degree of ionization is a functivn of initial concentration.

The amount of curvature to be included in deducing the curve for a '.eak
titrant is in direct proportion to the weakness of the acid or base being
titrated. This problem can be diminished somewhat by adding a miscible
solvent with a low dielectric constant. such as ethanol or acetone, to decrease
hydrolysis. Most often the end point can be satisfactorily dctermincd by
extrapolating the straight line portions before and after the end point to
their intersection at the actual end point.

The effects of the de gree of dissociation are allowed for at the point there
the e.tk solute is in itichesi c-incentratiott a the heinnine of the titration
Or a c:tk tiiranl. The extremes at he end for a t trarit arc sItt'' ii

k% tilt h ) ( lrOChktiC acid 1or our purposes completely dissociated). 1-ic. 14.10.

and ith boric acid ((or our purpo	 completely undissociatcd). Et. 14. I
The 1irt shows the completely additic effects of all constituent lons. hc
second shows the effect of the very low dissociation of the acid, a slo.
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FIGURE 14.12b: A hypothetical titration curve of a strong base titrated with a weak acid
The overall measured curve is shown at the top -

roptlrtWili te rise in all ions prcent 	 the bornic loll Is prod ticed Is the
hvdroen ion is titratcd to the cod point.

ihe titrU11011 of acid such as ICCIIC. Intcrn)e(liaic hct¼ccn these two cx-
treiitcs, Iios s a low but finite ciisdiation and conductance inttiallv. Fig.
4.11 (the dissociation dependent on the concentration being itrated)

followed b a suppression of their initial dissocianon by the con,rnon ion
produced in the titration as es idenccd b y a decrease in conductance. hicli
then rises slc l\ to the cad point. All cur' es are essentiall y identical alter
the end point in essence, being due to addition of the titrani alone.

(0)	 1	 2

e guI vcil erit s

FIGURE 14.12a: A hypothetical titration curve of a strong acid titrated with a weak base.
The overall measured curve is shown at the top.

p.

1	 2
cuIvolents

1
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The effects of titration on a strong titrant with a weak base or a weak acid
are handled similarly, but produce one interesting variation, as shown in
Figs. 14.12a and 14.12b. In passing the end point, little increase in constituent
ions is produced by weak titrnts both because of their weakness and because
ionization is further suppressed by the high concentration of counteriorl
present as the product of th titration; the curve flattens almost immediately
after the end point.	 -

As an example of the handling of titration data, consider the following
titration of a mixture of acids with a strong base.

EXAMPLE 2: Titration of sulfuric and acetic acids: 3 ml of sulfuric and 5 ml
of acetic acid solutions of unknown strengths added to 200 ml
of water and titrated with 0.254INNaOH, produced the
following results:

Tiirant, ml	 Lir..j,, XJOmho

0	 17.7
'4.9

2	 11.7
3	 9.26
4	 8.40
5	 -	 8.71
6	 9.15

7	 9i0
8	 9.94
9

10	 12.50

Note that the stronger acid is titrated first and provided the
strengths differ by at least 2-3 pK units, the two end points
can be easily detected. (See Fig. 14J3.)

Titrations involving other types of systems such as oxidation-reductions
and precipitations are handled in a similar manner. i.e., considering the ions
present at the three stages of the titration and correctin g for the completeness
of the reactions involved; curves of generally the same shape are obtained.

The theory just developed has made some very basic assumptions that
should be considered: that the conductance system bein lZ used is capable of
accurate measurements of the solutions involved, that an increase in con-
centration can be obtained without increasinz the volume (the abscissa on
these plots is Concentration in equivalen(s, not milliliters added). The
first of these can usuall y be solved by procr concentrations and or ciccrodc
placement. spacing. and bridge desi gn. The second is sol'.cd bv usiiig
titrant at least 10 times as concentrated as the titrand. and/or by correcting
for volume changes using the equation.

= L	
(1	

)	
(14 19)
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In this equation 1' is thc initial sample volume and t the total titratit ' oluruc
added up to that reading. This correction will normally eliminate the slight
bending toward the abscissa that olunie changes during titration produce.

Conductance titratiofls are most often performed in aqueous solvcnts, but
the svtcm is not limited to water. Any solvent in which the compound to
be analyzed is soluble and in which the ionic concentration changes during
titration is acceptable- The advantages of increased solubility for organic
compounds in orianic solvents may be outweighed by the complications

16\

12-\

a	 IaL	 \
o 8LI	 ,t\—J - HSC)	 ACETIC a

4I

01
5	 10

tttront volume (ml)

FIGURE 11.13: The plot of data from Example 2. titration of sulfuric and acetic acids with
sodium hydroxide.

of ion association that occur in low dielectric media, but the advantages of
increasing the ionization of weak acids and bases by dissolving them in
strongly basic or acid solvents should not be overlooked. For example, weak
acids such as hindered phenols can be titrated successfully in pyridine and
toluene. 13

Combinations of solvent have value as mentioned before, the addition of
up to 10 or 20% of water-miscible, low dielectric constant liquids such as
methanol, acetone, or ethanol to aqueous solutions, to suppress hydrolysis
and sharpen the end points of weak acids and bases is a particularly aIuabIe
procedure of this type.

C. HIGH FREQUENCY CONDUCTANCE TITRATION

All of the foregoing portion of this section was presented Irorit the stand-
point of dc or low frequency ac systems. The behavior, operation, and
results obtained from high frequency ac methods are sufficiently different
to warrant separate discussion.
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High frequency titrations can involve either coil or capacitor systems with
the cell design differences discussed earlier. As the latter are much better
developed in the available literature, they will be the only ones considered
in detail. Without concerning ourselves with the analysis of the equivalent
circuits of the tell-solution system, the high frequency conductance (G) of
a solution in a capacitanc system is related to the low rrequency conductance

	

(L) by the equation. -
	 L 2C5

-	 (14.20)
Lt +	 + Cf

an equation which also involves w, the frequency. C, the capacitance of the
cell walls, and C, the capacity of the solution, it is of concern to note that
G, is linearly related to L. the low frequency conductance, when L is very
small (resistance high), with a slope at most equal to I but most often less
than 1. For example, a plot of the high frequency conductance of a specific
system and cell as a function of L is shown in Fig. 14.14 for two frequencies;

50

40/

N
30/	 N

20[ 	 3Nc

250 500	 750
L.

150t.

loot.

	

Gc	
/

10e

25Q 500	 750
L.

FIGURE 14.14: High frequency transfer curves for a capacitance iciI sho..ing the relation-
ship between the high frequency (G,) and the low frequency conductance (L.). Reprinted

from Ref. 14. p. 89. through the courtesy of the publisher.
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as one might surmise by studyin g the equation, ilie height and the viIiic of
L at which the maximum G, occurs is a function of the Ircqucitcv used for
analysis.

These so called transfer curse 	 are of concern, as the result obtained
from a high frequenc y titration depends heavily on them. Let us consider

7
3 1\A-

100

	

200	 400

Incy

	

1(Z>) 200	 •400

100	 \T	 47
Ge'

	

	 / iot

hi0k- fr*ciu.nc y
Curve

1	 2	 100 200 300 400
Q.jvQitIrwasant	 Conductcce L

FIGURE 14.15: The use of high-low frequency transfer curves to deduce the shape of a high
frequency titration curve from one obiincd at ow frequency.

the low frequency (Or dc) conductance titration shown in Fig. 14.10 and use
the transfer curves shown in Fig. 14.14 to prcdit the shape of the high
frequency titration curves we would expect for that simple titration system.

The variations in L as observed on the low frequency titration curve may
be transformed by replotting the corresponding G, points read from the
3- or 10-mc curves, into the V- and inverted W-type curves shown. It is an
interesting exercise to reduce the other general types of titration curves to
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high frequency curves using	 standard transfer curves, for example, that
in Fig. 14.14.

EXAMPLE 3: Using the transfer Curves in Fig. 14.14, predict the shape of
the following low frequency titrations at 3 and 10 mc:

A weak and a strong acid	 A weak acid with a strong base

M1	 1.	 ml

0	 277	 0	 200.0
249	 1	 210.0

2	 217	 2	 217.5
3	 1946	 3	 225.6
4	 184.0	 4	 233.9
5	 187.1	 5	 244.0
6	 191.5	 6	 258.6
7	 195.0	 7	 275.4
8	 199.4	 8	 292.8

.9	 212	 9	 209.3
tO	 225	 10	 212.0

It is of concern here that the shape of the high frequency curve
is directly dependent on the position of the transfer curve peak
and the absolute value of the low frequency conductance
readings. Small amounts of added salts, which produce only
a vertical shift in the titration curves made at low frequencies,

may well move the high frequency toa much less sensitive
region (put the end point at or just near the GIL peak) so that
experimentation with concentrations, while desirable in low
frequency titration, must always be considered with high
frequency titration. It is also apparent from Eq. (14.20) and
Fig. 14.14 that as the sharpness of the end point is dependent
of the slope of the G,JL plot and this slope is essentially inde-
pendent of frequency at low values of L (where sensitivity is
highest), variations in frequency will not enhance end-point
sensitivit y once an appropriate concentration is selected.

In practice, the transfer curve is not required. though it can be deduced
with known solutions by measuring L and G,. In practice. the concentration
of the sample is simply adjusted in the titration until appropriatel y sharp
end-point curves are obtained.

Systems involving use of measurements of capacitance chan ge in the cell
during titration produce similar result4.. The relationship between the high
frequency capacitance C and the low frequency conductance L is

C

	

LC, + (CC+ (,fC	
(14.21)

L ± w(C + C,)
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anti r iots of the chan ge in capitaiicc durin g titration	 C vs L produce
transfer plots of the shape shos n in Fi g . 14.16.

'Ihese plots may be used to deduce the 1m:11 frequency plots from low
trcq ilene) titration data precisely as described for high frequency conduct-
a tic e.Acaiti hoses er. these transfer plots are not required: adjust iiicni ut
Concentrations to produce sharp end points beme all that is nccdcd.

Ls

FIGURE 14.16. Transfer curves for high frequenc y CaieiiaflCC change as a function o f low

frcrenL > LoniirIciancc. Reprinted from Rd. 14. p 91. iliruuh the courtcc	 1 the
publisher.

lii ration sstcnis usin g coil-typc cells produce similar rsulcs	 [ he
ersaiiliiv and suitabilit y of hi g h frequenc y titrations For plt:irmacctitical

analssis are shown in the paper of Allen el al. %% ho found liii_'li frequency
conductance titrations suitable for a varcu of litrants. includin o sulfa drugs
In arivdrous acetic acid.
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D. CONCENTRATIONS AND KINETIC ANALYSES

Analytic procedures aimed at dctcrniiniiig chan ges in ci olcentr;i twit arc
front the cond uctanec .le—point. often the nmt in tcrcsti sic as elI as tEa
easiest. as one u 	 chatiecs ill conductance rather than ;iiisiiutc
Absolute calibration is not required. therefore. t'iilv si riict u r.t I ri g ichiv. A
an example, c s III be concerned with studic in w Inch k rietic constant
are sou2llt.

In any reaction in s hich ions are produced, used tip, or exchanged
conductimetry may often be used to perform an "analysis" and to produce
the kinetic data desired without the customary methods of samplin g and
analysis, usin g only the conductance change. This is of particular etiliceris
in sealed systems, but is often of use in rapid reactions and those carl cd
out in small volumes. The classic ester hydrolysis serves as a good example
for the analysis of the problem.

Eth yl acctc + OIi'	 acetate- + ethanol
.0	 0

CH—C-0CH 2—CH + OH- — CH!—C--o- + CHC1I,01I
If performed in a solution' of suitable concentration for conductance

measurements, the exchange of the relatively immobile acetate ion for (he
very mobile OH - ion can easily be followed conductimetrie:i)iy. The total
conductance is due initially only to the base added: durin g the reaction to
the residual base plus acetate product:- and at the conclusion, Cu excess base
and total acetate (or acetate alone if the base is the limiting reactant). II',
as we did with our titration assumptions, we assume that the conductance
varies linearly with concentration of all ions, then for each ion:

L =j(Aj

L0 ,, =	
( 14.22)

J,1(OHj

and taking as initial concentrations, Eand B, for ester and base, respectively.
the conductance at anytime can be described as,

L10111 =f,,(B - x) +j'1 (x) ±f (14.23)
where xis the extent of the reaction andf,( the contribution of any cojiStUOt,
blank and/or solvent. ln(tial and final conditions ma y he similarly defined
for the usual case, where the ester is the limiting reagent:

1 =f11 (B) +Jl(	 (1-1.24)
/, =/,,(B - E) +f,4 (L) 4

Algebraic manipulation produces the result for I. at t mite

(s)
L	 L,

and,	
1:	 L5— L,•	

(14.27)
(E— x)
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which, along with knowledge of initial concentrations of base and ester,
will produce the required information for plotting the second-order equation.

log E(iJ—x)(B—E)kg
=	 (14.28)13(E - x)	 2.303

Simplifications such as using equal initial concentrations can produce the
desired plots directly from the conductance readings, without the necessity
of separate determination of initial concentrations.
EXAMPLE 4: McGuire Ll has studied the conductance change of the following

reaction:

	

1Jj1 < HjBr +	 *	 + BCNo
If phenacyl bromide and pyridine are mixed at the same
initial concentration (4), kinetics predict that their concen-
trations at any time a will change according to the equation:

= kt +	 (14.29)a

or, if expressed in terms of the amount of products produced x,
the equation becomes:

I/(A 0 - x) = k: ± I/A 4 (14.30)
As the products of the reactions arc ions, and assuming the
conductance to vary linearly with concentration, the following
data reported by that author may be plotted according to
Eq (14.30), using Eqs. (14.22) through (14.27).

A0 = 0.0385 Al,	 Cell constant 1.000

	

Time. min	 Resisiance, ohms

7	 45000
28	 11620
53	 9200
68	 7490
84	 6310
99	 5537

110	 5100
127	 45(O
153	 3958
203	 32:0
368	 2182
Oc	 801
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E. ION ASSOCIATION AND CRITICAL MICELLE FORMATION

One of the most pharmaceutically useful. rloiiquantitativc uses of cunduc.
timctry is certainly in the determination of critical issicelic Coflcctstrations
(CIVIC). those concentrations above which the solubilization properties of a
micelle-formlnE ion may be expected, and below which it has been convenient

68r

8.5	 9.0	 9.5
/ cQncentrotlQn

FIGURE 14.17: Onsager plots indicating the determination of critical micelk concentration
from conductance data. Reprinted from Ref. 17, p. 1392, through the courtesy of the

publisher.

to postulate no association occurs.' The equilibrium being described by
this idea is

nA	 (14.31)

Evidence for micelle formation and an example of how the concentration
at which it occurs may he determined conductimetrically as shown in Fig.
14.17. Although the lines are curved at the precise point of intersection,
extrapolation of the straight portions of the lines produces rather precise
and reproducible critical taicelle concentrations.

The shape of the plots obtained may be explained (thougl i with &Thic
doubt as to their complete correctness') by considering the conductance

Although it does not affect the interpretation of the curves that are nbiaincd for
micelk . forming ions, it should be pointed out that rather convincing evidence has been
obtained suggesting that at concentrations considerably below thc CMC. djtncrization
occurs (Muker;cc ci al.. Ref. 17.

7
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one would postulate for the micelle-forming ion in the concentration regions
surrounding the CMC. If A; represents the conductance of the anion
monomer, and A- that of the micelle, the contribution of the former is
decreased and of the latter increased as monomer is transferred to micelle.
if jq is defined as the fraction of the total solute in micellê form. C(l - n%)
and cC represent the relative concentrations of monomer and micelle at a
particular monomer concentration, respectively, the total conductance then
is

A = \l - n) + Ari	 (14.32)

As the concentration is raised, the'equivalent ionic conductance varies
linearly with ic approximating a straight line with a slightly negative slope
due to ionic interactions, as one would expect. After the CMC is reached
and passed the additional monomer is forced into the highly charged but
relatively immobile miccites (A; <<A;); n and a both rise. The rise in the
solution conductance decreases, while the value of A drops sharply.

EXAMPLE 5: Mukerjee et al."measured the resistance of dilute aqueous
solutions of sodium lauryl sulfates and reported the following
results:

Temperature 25°C	 Cell constant 0.7492 cm'

Concentration, x 10 M	 Resistance

	

6.455	 1723

	

6.859	 1626

	

7.029	 1587

	

7.111	 1588

	

7.185	 1556

	

7.430	 1508

	

7.485	 1497

	

7.579	 1483

	

7.752	 1449

	

7.796	 1447

	

7.835	 1438

	

7.995	 1418

	

8.111	 1401

	

8.140	 1396

	

8.212	 1387

	

8.322	 1376

	

8.370	 1372

	

8.456	 1352

	

8.770	 1336

	

9.287	 1299

Determine the critical micelle conccntration from these data.

Estimation of ion association and association or dissociation coflS(3fl15
from conductance data is based upon the Arrhcnius' observation discussed.
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that for solutes at a c'nceiitr;itiOn of it noJeculeiliLcr.

= --	 sshcrc	 K =	 -	 (14.33)
-'0	 (I -•)

.1- bc equation IN nt't precisely correct. as mentioned before, but thC full
effect of the imprecisions uivolcd is often not lar ge and for many deter-
minations nmv be etiimutcd directly from Eq. (14.33).

EXAMPLE 6: Shcdloskv and McInnes"measured the conductance of acetic
acid solutions ith the Following results (data reprinted through
the courtesy of the publishers).

Concern rat ion,
x I0 M

0.028014
	

210.32
0.11135
	

127.71
0.15321
	

112.02
0.21844
	

96.466
1.02831	 48.133
1.36340
	

42.215
2.41400
	

32.208
3.44065
	

27.191
5.91153
	

20.956
9.8421	 16.367

12.829
	

14.371
20.000
	

11.563
50.000
	

7.356
52.303
	

7.200
00.000
	

5.200
119.447	 4.759
200.000
	

3.650

Estimate m and the dissociation constant for acetic acid over
this concentration range.
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